EXERCISE 1.1 (UK)
1. Our __________ shows that a sizeable proportion of the people in a rural
community in Punjab believe in various superstitions.
A) analysis
B) income
C) benefit

2. Much research in the field of international relations and government studies is
currently concerned with the changing patterns of __________ in world politics.
A) context
B) percentage
C) authority

3. The political development of India during the first half of the twentieth century
was conditioned by __________ reforms introduced by the British rulers.
A) interpretative
B) constitutional
C) available

4. The main conclusion __________ from this analysis is that although reading
contributes to vocabulary learning, supplementary vocabulary exercises
produces more significant gains.
A) contracted
B) derived
C) analysed

5. Recent __________ suggests that the transfer of an exogenous virus into the germ
line of another species can occur during evolution.
A) evidence
B) policy
C) satisfaction
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6. Most researchers in media studies agree that the main __________ of
advertisements include informing, persuading and reminding both potential
and existing customers.
A) functions
B) issues
C) environments

7. My study shows that emotion influences the understanding and __________ of
words.
A) discouragement
B) attention
C) interpretation

8. On 31 May 2012, Tianjin became one of the few cities in China to implement
smoke-free __________ to reduce the risk of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
diseases.
A) labour
B) analysis
C) legislation

9. Average incubation __________ of the COVID-19 virus is around 6.4 days, ranges
from 0 to 24 days.
A) area
B) period
C) size

10.Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is __________ to promote growth, development and
repair of all body tissues.
A) benefited
B) approached
C) required

Answers: 1. A, 2. C, 3. B, 4. B, 5. A, 6. A, 7. C, 8. C, 9. B, 10. C
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